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Protecting half the planet for
future generations: A new and ambitious
High Seas Biodiversity Treaty in 2021

The High Seas
The High Seas, international waters that lie beyond any
country’s exclusive economic zone, comprise 64% of the
world ocean. Covering nearly half of the Earth’s surface,
the vast open-ocean and deep-sea environments of the
High Seas are ecologically vital, critically threatened, and
are among the least understood on the planet. Research
has shown that the High Seas hold some of the largest
reservoirs of biodiversity on Earth, supporting abundant
fisheries, providing migratory routes for whales and sharks,
and harboring remarkable ecosystems such as deep-water
corals and other majestic marine life.

However, only about 1% of the High Seas are protected,
compared to 12% of land areas. With unprecedented
biodiversity loss and extinction within the ocean and across the
planet due to increasing human activities and the continuously
growing impacts of the climate crisis, the time for transformative
action for present and future generations is now.
A broken and, in some respects, non-existent governance
system is to blame for our failure to protect this blue half of
the planet. The High Seas are part of the global commons
(meaning they belong to everyone and no-one) and
governed collectively by all nations. However, governments
and international bodies have failed to successfully manage
and conserve its biodiversity and mitigate the threats it
faces in the 21st century. High Seas governance and
management is outdated, highly fragmented and includes
poorly implemented legal and institutional frameworks.
This new Treaty is essential to:
• enable the creation of large-scale marine protected areas
(national parks but on the water) in the High Seas –
which is key to achieving 30x30 marine protection,
• to adequately assess current and emerging human
activities that could harm marine life,
• to allow other modern marine conservation and
management tools to become legally binding,
• help combat and mitigate the growing impacts of the
climate crisis,
• ensure that this global common truly does belong to
everyone and not just a select few by creating better
benefit-sharing and capacity building mechanisms, and
• securing a healthy and functioning ocean for future
generations to come.
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Following over a decade of informal discussions
at the United Nations, in April 2018 governments
at the UN commenced formal negotiations to
develop a new Treaty under the UN Convention on
the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) for the conservation
and sustainable use of marine biodiversity in
areas beyond national jurisdiction or otherwise
known as the High Seas. This is the first legally
binding global Treaty process related to the
ocean in over two decades, and the only one
targeted specifically at the protection of marine
biodiversity within the High Seas. This is a oncein-a-generation opportunity to turn the tide, not
just for the ocean but for the entire planet, and the
clock is ticking.

Treaty negotiations
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Treaty discussions began nearly 20 years ago, with formal
negotiation sessions finally beginning in 2018. Three
negotiating sessions have been held since 2018 to present,
but the fourth and final slated session, originally scheduled
to take place in March/April 2020, has been postponed until
the spring of 2021 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Our
goal is to obtain adoption and implementation of a robust
Treaty before the end of 2021, regardless if some countries
want to delay this process even further. Protection for half
the planet cannot wait longer.
Unfortunately, some countries are reluctant to push for a
strong and robust Treaty that rises above the status quo
and is able to provide meaningful biodiversity protection. As
we are now in the final stages of the negotiations we need
all hands on deck to ensure that the Treaty creates the tools
we need to conserve biodiversity, closes the management
gaps, and establishes
accountability and
transparency for
activities occurring on
the High Seas. Youth
voices have been
conspicuously absent
from the negotiations
and now is the time
for countries to hear
youth voices and the
importance of quickly
securing a robust Treaty
for future generations.

Treaty elements – there are five main
elements of the High Seas Treaty that are
being negotiated:
1. Area-based management tools + Marine Protected
Areas: focuses on a mechanism to establish a network of
marine protected areas, including fully and highly protected
areas where no or minimal extractive activities are allowed,
and other conservation tools within the High Seas.
2. Environmental Impact Assessments: focuses
on creating a regime that allows for uniform and
comprehensive assessment of environmental impacts
from current and emerging activities on the High Seas.
3. Marine Genetic Resources: focuses on creating a
benefit sharing regime for countries to equitably access
marine genetic resources within the High Seas (notably
for developing countries).
4. Capacity-building and the transfer of marine
technology: focuses on developing and implementing
mechanisms for capacity-building and the transfer of
marine technology, largely to assist developing countries
in implementing provisions of the Treaty.
5. Cross-cutting issues: issues include institutional
arrangements and bodies to be established under the
Treaty (i.e., Conference of the Parties, Scientific and
Technical Body), dispute settlement, and relationship of
the Treaty to other international, regional, and sectoral
bodies and arrangements.

Conclusion
With only one more scheduled negotiating session
remaining – a mere two weeks of negotiating time – we
are at a critical juncture. High ambition and political will are
pivotal to ensuring that the
new Treaty moves beyond the
current status quo and enables
real protection for nearly half the
planet. After nearly two decades
of discussions and negotiations,
it could not be more crucial or
urgent that we adopt this Treaty
by the end of 2021.

High Seas Alliance:
Who we are
The High Seas Alliance
(HSA) is a partnership of 40+
organizations from around
the globe and is committed to
working with States and others
towards the adoption and
ratification of a comprehensive
Treaty to protect the world’s
ocean beyond national
jurisdiction.
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